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1-85. Use your multiplication table to figure out the missing number in each of the following number 

sentences.  Each missing number is represented by n. 1-85 HW eTool (CPM) Homework Help ✎  

a. 15n = 225 b.  c. 11n = 143 d.  

1-86. Jack has four tiles and wants to find out how many different shapes he can make with them.  

1-86 HW eTool (CPM) Homework Help ✎  

a. Sketch all of the arrangements that Jack could make with his tiles so that all of the tiles touch 

at least one other tile completely along a side.  Assume that no tiles can overlap.  How many 

arrangements are there? 

b. For each diagram that you drew in part (a), find the area (the “tiles”) and the perimeter (the 

“toothpicks”).  What do you notice? 

1-87. Write four different fractions that are equal to 1.  Use your calculator to check that you are 

correct.  Homework Help ✎ 

  

http://technology.cpm.org/general/table/
http://homework.cpm.org/cpm-homework/homework/category/CC/textbook/CC1/chapter/Ch1/lesson/1.2.4/problem/1-85
http://technology.cpm.org/general/tiles/?tiledata=aJCC1%201-86%20HW%20eTool__Using%20four%20tiles%20at%20a%20time%2C%20create%20as%20many%20shapes%20as%20possible.%0A%0ATo%20add%20more%20tiles%2C%20drag%20the%20blue%20unit%20tile%20from%20below%20onto%20the%20grid.__cHa2x__boy__aaurgqiauseqiautcqiauuaqi
http://homework.cpm.org/cpm-homework/homework/category/CC/textbook/CC1/chapter/Ch1/lesson/1.2.4/problem/1-86
http://homework.cpm.org/cpm-homework/homework/category/CC/textbook/CC1/chapter/Ch1/lesson/1.2.4/problem/1-87


1-88. Copy and complete the table of multiples below (count by 2’s and count by 3’s).   

Homework Help ✎ 

 

a. Write down all the numbers that appear in both rows.  Describe any pattern(s) that you notice. 

b. What is the smallest number that appears in both rows?  This number is said to be the least 

common multiple of 2 and 3. 

c. Find three more common multiples of 2 and 3. 

d. Can you find the largest number that is a common multiople of both 2 and 3? If so, what is it? 

If not, explain why not. 

1-89. How many “hands” long is your bed?   Homework Help ✎  

a. Using your hands as units of measure, first estimate (without 

actually counting) the number of “hands” that you think will fit 

across the length of your bed. 

b. Now measure and record the length of your bed using your hands. 

 

http://homework.cpm.org/cpm-homework/homework/category/CC/textbook/CC1/chapter/Ch1/lesson/1.2.4/problem/1-88
http://homework.cpm.org/cpm-homework/homework/category/CC/textbook/CC1/chapter/Ch1/lesson/1.2.4/problem/1-89

